
Disc Brake Rotor

SwiftFit:
Protective zinc coating 
which is ready to fit.

High Carbon Metallurgy:
Increases brake performance  

& stopping power.

E+ Original Equipment Fit:
Specifies design, construction, performance 

requirements and test protocols to strict 
European regulations.

Behind every Bendix Euro+ disc brake rotor 
lies OE expertise, leading technology and 
precision engineering so you can put your 
foot down with confidence.™

Bendix Euro+ disc brake rotors offer the very latest in 
braking technology and manufacturing processes. These 
leading technologies combined with Bendix’s unparalleled 
experience and absolute quality assurance ensure 
the Bendix Euro+ disc brake rotors are ready for the 
demands of today’s European vehicles and beyond.



Disc Brake Rotor

*Bendix brake components are appropriate for the purpose intended and if installed by 
qualified staff, to the vehicle manufacturer’s specifications, can be used in logbook servicing. Put your foot down with confidence™
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Disc Brake Rotor
Disc brake rotors for 
European vehicles 
offering the latest in 
braking technology 
and manufacturing 
processes.

Disc Brake Rotor
Specially designed 

composite disc 
brake rotors 
for selected 

European 
vehicles.

Faster installation SwiftFit 
coating for fitting without 
pre-cleaning, with corrosion 
inhibitors for a great look and 
will not degrade over time.

Designed to be matched with the 
Bendix Euro+ Brake Pad Kit.*

*Can be used with other Bendix brake pads.E+ Original Equipment Fit –  
specifies design, construction, 
performance requirements 
and test protocols to strict 
European regulations.

Quality straight from the casting thanks to proven 
HIGH CARBON METALLURGY, provides improved 
thermal stability & conductivity, and reduces the 
chance of warping or DVT.

The highest level of accuracy based on OE 
specifications for size, diameter and hole 
spacing for highest reliability and perfect fitting.

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Freecall the Bendix Brake Advice Centre  
on 1800 819 666 (8am-5pm Monday to Friday EST)  
or +61 3 5327 0211 from overseas.
brakeadvicecentre@bendix.com.au 
bendix.com.au  or  bendix.co.nz


